
Puff pastry snails
This is a really speedy way to celebrate some of our slowest 
garden dwellers. These treats can be made as big or as small as 
you like – the trick is to allow enough pastry to create a neck and 
head, in addition to your spiral shell.

This is a quick and delicious way to capture the beauty of our natural 
world. If you’re a whizz with a piping bag, you can create the stalk in 
meringue too, and alter the cup shape to create a feast of fungi. You can 
also choose the shape to create based on your marshmallow size.
We had fun adding red food colouring gel to the meringue mix, and decorated the 
finished tops with white chocolate buttons to create some fly agarics – the classic  
(but poisonous) fairy toadstool inedible form.

•  1 pack of ready-made puff pastry  
(in a block or a pre-rolled sheet) 

• Ready-made candy eyes 
• Small amount of liquorice string
• 1 small egg

• Sweet or savoury filling of your  
 choice. For example, jam, chocolate  
 spread, dried fruit and nuts, or for  
 a savoury treat try Marmite or   
 some tasty hard or soft cheese  
 and herbs.

• 2 large egg whites
• 100g caster sugar 
• Bag of large white marshmallows 
 (for stalks)
• Melted white chocolate 
• ½ tsp cocoa
• Decorations eg white chocolate buttons

1. Pre-heat the oven to 180° C.
2. Grease and line a baking sheet.
3. Roll out a sheet of puff pastry to at least 30cm x 30cm.
4.  Spread a thin layer of your choice of filling horizontally on two-thirds of  

the pastry. Leave the remaining third free of filling.
5.  Beat a small egg and brush some over the unfilled area of your pastry.  

Fold the pastry over with the egg side innermost (this folded pastry is your 
snail’s head and neck).

6. Roll up the rest of the pastry with filling on like a Swiss roll.
7.  Cut into thin slices to create each snail. 
8. Gently push each slice into a snail shape and place on the baking tray. 
9. Brush each finished snail with beaten egg for a healthy golden glow.
10. Bake for 10–12 minutes at 180° C, or until they are puffed and golden.
11. Cool on a wire rack.
12.  Once cool add your snail’s features. We used ready-made candy  

eyes and liquorice string for eye stalks, using a cocktail stick to make  
a small hole in the pastry. You could use sweet or savoury  
icing or any suitable edible ingredients.

1. Pre-heat the oven to 110° C.
2. Line a baking sheet with non-stick paper.
3. Beat the egg whites in a dry, grease-free  
 bowl until very stiff.
4.  Add 50g sugar and beat until stiff again.
5. Carefully fold in the remaining sugar with a metal spoon.
6.  Spoon the mix into mushroom cup shapes on the lined baking sheet.  

 They should be mounds, not peaks, of meringue, and in proportion with  
your marshmallow stalks so they will stand up.

7.  Bake slowly in the oven for 1 and 3/4 hours. Some ovens may take   
longer to dry them out – just don’t let them brown.

8. Cool on a wire rack.
9.  Once cool, sieve a very light dusting of cocoa powder over part of each  

surface to create some mushroom shading.
10. Melt a small amount of white chocolate and use it to glue the marshmallow  
 stalk to the bottom of the meringue.

Don’t forget to share your bake images at #bakefornature

Meringue and  
marshmallow mushrooms
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